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PERFORMANCE OPTICS

PRESCRIPTION
GOGGLES
SKI | MOTOCROSS | ENDURO | MTB

SK-X AND ALCOM COOPERATION
Clear vision wins!

Perfect vision at any sport!

Because our eyesight has a significant
influence on our coordination and balance
system. Prescription sports goggles improve
our performance, increase our safety
and therefore help to enjoy sports even
more.

Our mission is to help people improve their
vision - at work, leisure and sports.

With our SK-X® technology for ski and
motocross goggles, your sports goggles are
becoming performance goggles for an
effective, safe and even more active sports
day. Every day.
I hope you enjoy sports with SK-X®!
Christoph Rauter
inventor of SK-X system
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We are very happy to also help skiers,
alpinists, riders and cyclists - on snow or mud!
Our technology Alcom Sport offers excellent
vision in every direction, in all weather
conditions.
Dejan Aljancic
Director
manufacturer of SK-X lenses
Alcom d.o.o.
FEEDBACK
“The goggles are perfect for my
needs - so far I haven’t seen a
better glasses system. With
photochromatic lenses I have
good visibility even in poor
lighting conditions.”

Managing Director
SK-X optical solutions GmbH
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INTERNATIONAL
PATENTS

PERFORMANCE OPTICS

Peter Bacher
Rock'n Snow, Alpine Guiding
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®

The SK-X technology for direct
mounting of optical lenses in ski
and motocross goggles is turning
your sports glasses into a
performance product. The
customized optical lenses are
integrated directly in the mask to
create a new dimension in image
quality.
Around 30% of all athletes are not
using vision correction during
sports activities for variety of
reasons. In doing so, they are not
only endangering themselves, but
also everyone else on the slopes
and routes. The danger of
potential injury when using regular
spectacles under ski goggles is
greatly underestimated. Problems
with fogging in clip-in systems or
problems with contact lenses use
at high altitude are reasons why
correction of vision is often
avoided.

TECHNOLOGY
Optimal vision correction during
sport activities has many benefits.
More safety on ski slopes, better
anticipation on the route and
better coordination provide more
fun in sports.
Forget about compromise and
enjoy the freedom of optimal
vision.
Act instead of reacting.
You can find more information at
www.sk-x.eu or at one of the
many opticians in our prescription
goggles network
www.alcom.info/sk-x.

FEEDBACK
“I had only the best experience
with the SK-X® goggles so far.
The skiing is much easier now,
especially in low light conditions.
I haven't had any problems with
fogging, not even at extremely
cold temperatures.
I have been using the SK-X®
goggles for over 200 days now
and can't imagine skiing without
them anymore.”
Harald Koidl
www.alpincenter-wildschoenau.at
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NO COMPROMISE

DESIGN DESCRIPTION
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ADAPTER SYSTEM
®

The patented SK-X goggle adapter system was developed for winter and motor sports to ensure goggle user safety.
More security also means more fun in sport activities, because everyone can get a little closer to their performance
limit.
·
OUTER

SHIELD - Original from our brand manufacturers

·
3D FULL

RIM ADAPTER - brings
the prescription lenses closer to eyes and
helps prevent the glasses from fogging

·
BACK

LAYER for mounting of
prescription lenses

·
HIGHLY

CURVED SPORT FREE-FORM
TECHNOLOGY PRESCRIPTION LENSES
for optimal imaging right up to the periphery

The design also allows the subsequent replacement of the:
- outer shield, e.g. after scratching,
- prescription lenses, e.g. after change of the prescription, ...

NETWORK OF OPTICIANS

MAINTENANCE AND HANDLING

Top quality is integrated not only in your goggles, but also in the network of opticians, where you can buy
the SK-X® goggles.
®

Find an optician close to you here: www.alcom.info/sk-x

After the purchase

Ask your personal optician to become part of our network!

Wear your goggles with SK-X
technology at home in your
familiar surrounding, so that
your eyes can get used to the
visual experience. The curved
glasses may require a short
acclimatization phase.

Using your SK-X technology
goggles
®

Make the first descents
deliberately slowly and
carefully.
Use included solid case for
transportation to prevent
damage to the goggles.

After the season
REPAIR SERVICE:

To avoid wetting the foam, we
suggest wiping dry the helmet
before putting on the goggles.
If the goggles are wet after use
(foam insert), please dry them
off on open air before storing
them in the case.
Do not place them on hot or
warm surfaces, like heaters,
ovens, ...

If the shield of your goggles is
scratched after the intensive
season, if the prescription has
changed or if the frame is
damaged:
> Every component of the
goggles can be exchanged
separately. So it is not
necessary to replace the
complete system.

Gently clean the outer shield
and optical lenses with running
water. Do not use a rough cloth
to avoid scratching the shields.
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After drying, clean the goggles
with a microfiber cloth.
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POC | OPSIN CLARITY
POC Opsin Clarity
Cylindrical shield of this goggle offers extremely wide field
of view and thereby more safety.
Ideal for medium-sized faces

POC Opsin Clarity

Successful cooperation

The POC Opsin Clarity is characterized by the slim
design. The integrated SK-X® technology gains an
even greater value, because the prescription lenses
are similarly to everyday glasses, positioned very
close to your eyes. As a result, the edges of the
prescription lenses are not noticeable, offering users
an enormous field of view without limitations.
Additionally the front sunshield delivers a highresolution image and consequently comfort for your
eyes.

Leading manufacturer of helmets, eyewear, body
armor, apparel and accessories in snow sports and
cycling, was founded in 2005 in Sweden. From the
beginning, the focus was more security for every
athlete - a vision that we at SK-X® optical solutions
and Alcom have 100% in common. This way we are
complementing each other in our aspiration to
provide more safety and therefore more enjoyment
in sport.

Features such as triple layer face foam and a soft PU
frame ensure the ski and snowboard goggle maintains
comfort and flexibility in even the coldest conditions.The
Opsin is ideal for medium-sized faces, with the wide frame
providing the ideal field of view.The goggle is supplied with
category 2 sun-shield, available in two different colours
with VLT of 22%
Conforms to CE EN174:2001 and ASTM F659
Cylindrical lens for minimal optical distortion
·
Triple layers of face foam for greater comfort
·
Silicone grip on inside of the strap
·
Scratch-resistant and anti-fogging
·
100% UV protection (UV400)
·

·

available models: www.alcom.info/sk-x

ATOMIC REVENT Q
Premium ski goggle for all-mountain skiers with Live Fit

LIVE FIT
The three-layer foam optimally fits
your face.

The Atomic Revent Q Stereo is the perfect
ski goggle for all-mountain rider.
The medium-sized frame fits nearly every
user. Your Stereo Multilayer Coating
protects the eyes additionally against
glare and eye fatigue.
Live Fit ensures an individual fit because
the frame molds to your face for a snug fit
all day.
Like all Atomic ski goggles, it is developed
and designed in-house at Atomic. Made in
Europe
Models:
·
White
·
Black
·
Red X

OPTICS
The multi-layer coating of the lenses adds contrast and
protects from glare and eye fatigue. It consists of a hard layer
and an anti-fog hydrofobic layer. The spherical double shield
delivers an enormous field of viev.

available models: www.alcom.info/sk-x

HOW YOU SEE IS HOW YOU MOVE

ATOMIC | COUNT

Atomic Count Stereo are top all-mountain ski goggles
with optimum vision in mind. The spherical double lens
features Stereo lens technology: nine layers of high-end
mirror coating for protection from glare and 100% clarity.
It also features a Live Fit frame that instantly molds to
the contours of your face to create an individual fit right
out of box.
Sizes for adults and children.
Children:
·
Black Junior
·
Red Junior
Adults:
·
White
·
Black
·
Red

available models: www.alcom.info/sk-x

OUT OF: ELECTRA

OUT OF: VOID
The Electra model of Out Of could bring a
real revolution to the ski goggle market.
These goggles are already available with
self-tinting lenses with integrated SK-X®
technology. The system is composed of a
solar cell, a proprietary chip and a special
LCD film. Without any batteries involved
the lens changes its brigtness in just a few
milliseconds.

The little sister of the Electra with fixed
tint lenses. Currently available in two
frame colours and two lens colours.

Also available without prescription
lenses.

available models: www.alcom.info/sk-x

MOTOCROSS | ENDURO | MTB
®

The SK-X solution is now also available for toric shield systems.
We can therefore also offer prescription glazing for motocross
goggles. We are cooperating with Ride 100%, one of the most
successful brands in this field of sports.
The California-based company 100% was founded in the year
1982 and is one of the leading brands worldwide in motorsport.
Especially in motorcycle sport, 100% has established itself in
the last few years as the market leader in the field of protective
goggles. The quality is equally impressive as its extensive
product range. In addition to that 100% offers a various range of
sports equipment.
The Armega is probably the most sophisticated product this
company has to offer. The goggle design favors the
workmanship of the SK-X® technology and both systems
combined deliver an excellent product for the toughest of jobs.
Armega: The Arnega stands out with an extremely large field of
view. Combined with the SK-X® full-rim adapter it delivers
optimal vision for more information and therefore more safety on
the bike. The nanoHDVision lenses offer exceptional image
quality.

available models: www.alcom.info/sk-x

LEATT

The company was founded in 2001 in
South Africa by Dr. Chris Leatt. It is
one of the leading companies in the
field of motorsport safety worldwide at
the moment.
The Leatt® Neck Brace was a
revolutionary invention for prevention
of head and spine injuries.
Over the years Leatt has become a
supplier of a complete range of
motorsport equipment. The Leatt
Velocity 6.5 is an excellent product,
that we're adding to the new portfolio.
The bulletproof front shield combined
with the SK-X® technology delivers
optimal vision for the perfect
combination of security and driving fun.

available models: www.alcom.info/sk-x

FEEDBACK
I’ve been riding motocross bike
since my childhood days. It’s an
extreme sport, where vision and
concentration play a crucial role.
Few years ago, I’ve been
diagnosed with shortsightedness
and ever since then I’ve been
looking for a solution to improve my
vision while riding a motorbike.
I’ve been to many opticians and
consulted more than a few experts,
but was always offered either
contact lenses or clip inserts. Both
solutions proved to have
weaknesses that made me
eventually not use them, not even
while training. Just as I thought I’ll
have to come to terms with the fact

that my motorbike vision won’t be
optimal, I came across Alcom, a
company from Kranj, that is
specialised in production of
prescription lenses for sport
frames.
They introduced their product to me
and I realised that this is a high
tech, professional company, looking
for new challenges. The product
I’ve been introduced was perfect,
because it excellently fits my
motocross goggles and stays in
place during my ride, when many
shakes and bumps are present.
The googles we’re not fogging at all
and the best of all is the fact, that I
can place the prescription front
shield in any other motocross
goggle of the same type in no time.

JZAVRSAN220
JAKA.ZAVRSAN

With the help of Alcom company, I
have regained my vision and began
to enjoy the ride even more than
ever before. I’m very grateful for
this.

MOTOCROSS

Jaka Završan
2020 champion MX2 Slo
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Jaka Završan
2020 champion MX2 Slo

PRESCRIPTION
LENSES FOR
SPORTS
BY ALCOM
Alcom Sport lenses are appealingly thin and razor
sharp right to the edge, thanks to Thin Edge
technology. This guarantees excellent vision in all
areas, while at the same time protecting against
dust, dirt, sun or flying particles. Whether it’s
cycling, racing or water sports, tennis, soccer or
golf.
Tehnology nanoHDVision provides excellent vision
in every direction of view.

SPORT
nanoHDVision

Winner SILMO D’Or 2017 Category Sport | Paris
Our patented prescription ski goggles guarantee better vision in sports.
®

The new SK-X technology delivers an enormous field of view by directly integrating large size
prescription lenses.This patented solution is currently available for the brands 100%, Atomic,
Leat, POC and Out Of and we are working on expanding the portfolio.
Please visit our web site www.alcom.info/sk-x for updates on new goggle models, colours and
more!
The curved prescription lenses are made in free-form technology to significantly expand field of
view. This additional peripheral information assists both coordination and vestibular system.
Customers have told us that they feel more stable, tire less quickly and find skiing and riding
more enjoyable.

“My already lost joy for skiing has
returned because of prescription ski
goggles! I feel more secure on the
slopes and I’m riding fast like in the
good old days again! "
Gertrude R., Lower Austria

“These ski goggles are the best thing
I ever had for racing!
Best time in the senior class - used it
many times now, it is really awesome!
Thanks again for that!“
Axel B., Salzburg, Austria

“I've been using prescription ski
goggles for a long time now.
I can no longer imagine skiing without
them!"
Stefan M., Graz, Austria

“The biggest difference with the new
goggles, when compared to my old
ones with the clip-in, is that I can see
all the little mounds and clods on the
slopes much better, which makes
me more confident and gutsy when
carving.
Also, the new goggles are much
easier to clean and handle during
skiing.“
Marusa B.
Maribor, Slovenia
11 years old
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Alcom d.o.o.
Partizanska c. 26
4000 Kranj, Slovenia
Phone: +386 4 20 18 233
Mobile: +386 40 663 660
order@alcom.info
www.alcom.info

OPTICAL SOLUTIONS
SK-X
optical solutions GmbH
Kaiserstraße 101/1-3
1070 Wien
+43 1 890 43 66
office@sk-x.eu
www.sk-x.eu

SUBSCRIBE
TO GET THE LATEST
UPDATES ON MODELS!
www.alcom.info/sk-x

alcomoptics

This catalogue was created by kind
participation of the partner companies.

skxoptic
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